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Abstract: Renewable energy, produced with widely available low-cost energy resources, is often
included as a component of national strategies to address energy security and sustainability. Market
and political forces cannot disrupt the sun or wind, unlike oil and gas supplies. However, the cost of
renewable energy is highly dependent on technologies manufactured through global supply chains in
leading manufacturing countries. The countries that contribute to the global supply chains may take
actions that, directly or indirectly, influence global access to materials and components. For example,
high-purity polysilicon, a key material in solar photovoltaics, has experienced significant price
fluctuations, affecting the manufacturing capacity and cost of both polysilicon and solar panels. This
study developed and validated an initial system dynamics framework to gain insights into global
trade in polysilicon. The model represents an initial framework for exploration. Three regions were
modeled—China, the United States, and the rest of the world—for a range of trade scenarios to
understand the impacts of import duties and non-price drivers on the relative volumes of imports
and domestic supply. The model was validated with the historical case of China imposing an import
duty on polysilicon from the United States, the European Union, and South Korea, which altered the
regional flows of polysilicon—in terms of imports, exports, and domestic production—to varying
degrees. As expected, the model tracked how regional demand shares and influx volumes decrease
as a duty on a region increases. Using 2016 as a reference point, in the scenarios examined for U.S.
exports to China, each 10% increase in the import duty results in a 40% decrease in import volume.
The model also indicates that, under the scenarios investigated, once a duty has been imposed on
a region, the demand share from that region declines and does not achieve pre-duty levels, even as
global demand increases. Adding additional countries and other components in the photovoltaic
supply chain (panels, cells, wafers) to this model could enable policymakers to better understand the
relative impact of trade measures across the entire photovoltaic module manufacturing supply chain
and the conditions that encourage industry evolution and competitiveness.
Keywords: photovoltaic; polysilicon; trade; energy security

1. Introduction
Energy security is generally defined as the availability of sufficient affordable energy resources
that are resilient to significant price disruptions [1,2]. However, the meaning of energy security differs
depending on individual and geopolitical perspectives. For example, Yergin [3] defines four key
principles to achieve energy security: diversification of energy sources, resilience of supply chain to
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Over the last decade, as demand for renewable energy technologies—particularly solar PV
modules and wind turbines—has rapidly increased and more countries are deploying solar and wind
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Over the last decade, as demand for renewable energy technologies—particularly solar PV
modules and wind turbines—has rapidly increased and more countries are deploying solar and wind
at multi-GW scale, global manufacturing supply chain networks have evolved to support increased
international trade of intermediates and products along these supply chains. The emergence of
global supply chains has been key to reducing the cost of PV modules by enabling specialization in
manufacturing one or more intermediates within the supply chain and the scaling up of global solar PV
production capacity [13]. However, as the industry has become more competitive, and governments
have taken trade actions and worked to promote domestic PV manufacturing—through local content
requirements and domestic incentives like preferential access to financing—challenges associated with
maintaining global supply chains have emerged. These types of actions can have a significant impact
on global trade and can constrain renewable energy sector expansion globally by jeopardizing the
overall efficiency (and security) of global supply chains and increasing prices for intermediate inputs
and products paid by downstream manufacturers and consumers [14].
Deeper understanding of domestic clean energy industry responses to evolving global markets
could increase the awareness of disruption potential and the role of domestic policy strategies.
Disruptions could include: the overbuilding of PV technology production capacity worldwide resulting
in extremely low pricing for PV cells and modules; legitimate use of anti-dumping (AD) (AD: “An
anti-dumping duty (AD) is an additional duty levied on imported goods to offset the injurious effects
the dumped imports might cause to the domestic industry.” [15]) and countervailing duty (CVD) (CVD:
“A countervailing duty (CVD) is an additional levy imposed on imported goods to offset the injurious
effect to the domestic industry of subsidies provided to producers or exporters by the government of
the exporting country.” [15]) actions to address dumping and/or countervailable subsidization that
has caused injury to a domestic industry; retaliatory trade actions that are potentially incompatible
with the multilateral trading rules; restricted trade in raw and processed natural resources important to
the PV panel supply chain; or early termination of clean energy production tax credits or feed-in tariffs.
This analysis establishes a system dynamics (SD) framework to explore global clean energy
manufacturing supply chains in terms of internal interactions, as well as feedback and responses
to external influences. The objective is to develop insights into the dynamics and leverage points that
can be used to guide the types and timing of policies and actions that can mitigate disruptions, improve
efficiencies in international trade and investment, and enhance security of supply chains. Specifically,
this study reports on the development and use of a basic structural model to investigate the dynamics
of solar-grade polysilicon manufacturing and trade, as influenced by historical regional trade policy,
and provides a foundation for further analysis into more complex supply chain issues. Polysilicon was
selected as the focus for this study particularly due to the documented impact of targeted tariffs on
global trade flows.
1.1. PV Module Manufacturing Supply Chain
c-Si-based PV modules are considered a mature technology, accounting for over 90% of the PV
market [16]. Figure 2 highlights the key intermediates of the c-Si PV module manufacturing supply chain,
with production of solar-grade polysilicon from silica included in the second “processed materials” step.
For today’s PV module manufacturing processes, polysilicon utilization is about 5 g per watt [17].
In 2016 the exports of PV modules, cells, and polysilicon among the top 12 PV module-producing
countries totaled $31.0 billion and the imports totaled $29.2 billion (This analysis will be included in
an updated version of Benchmarks of Global Clean Energy Manufacturing, published by Clean Energy
Manufacturing Analysis Center, Golden, CO, USA) [18]. China was the largest exporter of cells and
modules, exporting $11.9 billion. Upstream, the United States and South Korea were the largest exporters
of polysilicon at $1.6 billion and $1.3 billion, respectively [18]. The trade flows and balance of trade
for the PV module manufacturing supply chain—PV modules, cells, and polysilicon—are shown in
Figure 3. This figure shows that regions that may be net importers of end products may be net exporters
of upstream materials and subcomponents, highlighting the complexity of global supply chain networks.
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times of two to five years to move from planning through engineering and construction to operation,
on the order of 10 million kg annually, requiring an investment of $350 million to $1 billion [17,20].
with an additional six to 12 months needed to ramp up to full production [17]. Given the high capital
The large scale and design complexity of polysilicon production plants result in relatively long lead
times of two to five years to move from planning through engineering and construction to operation,
with an additional six to 12 months needed to ramp up to full production [17]. Given the high capital
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costs and relative lack of modularity of polysilicon plants, they are generally operated at a high
utilization rate (>80% typically) or shut down [17].
Polysilicon manufacturing costs dropped by about 25% between 2012 and 2014 [17].
In addition to downward price pressures from the overcapacity of solar-grade polysilicon, process
improvements—including increased productivity and polysilicon yields from larger, better performing
reactors and higher energy efficiency for chemical vapor deposition processes—along with increasing
economies of scale were key drivers of cost reductions [17]. Solar-grade polysilicon production costs
(for 2014) were in the range of $23–$25/kg for U.S. production facilities and $11–$23/kg for Chinese
production facilities [19].
1.3. The Polysilicon Market Today
Global solar-grade polysilicon demand is driven by PV module demand, which continues to grow
rapidly, increasing 33% between 2015 and 2016 to a total capacity of 303 GW in 2016. China accounted
for 47% of this growth [21].
In 2016 global solar-grade polysilicon demand reached 391 million kg, up from 88.4 million kg
in 2010. The 2016 demand split among the top four countries shifted relatively little since 2010 as
global demand has increased [22], as shown in Table 1. In contrast, as global polysilicon production
has grown from 159 million kg in 2010 to 356 million kg of polysilicon in 2016, the top producers have
shifted significantly (see Table 1). In 2010 the United States was the top producer (31.9% of total global
production), with China a close second (25.2% of total global production); by 2016 China’s production
doubled from 2010, producing almost 50% of the world’s polysilicon, while the United States dropped
to the fourth largest producer, accounting for 11% of total global production [22]. Global polysilicon
manufacturing capacity stood at 414 million kg in 2016, representing an excess relative to production
and demand [22]. The distribution of manufacturing capacity across the top countries follows the
production distribution trends.
Table 1. Changes in polysilicon demand and production distribution between 2010 and 2016 [22].
Demand
Country

China
United States
Japan
ROW

2010

2016

Volume (million kg)

Share (%)

Volume (million kg)

Share (%)

53.8
2.8
6.6
25.2

60.9%
3.2%
7.4%
28.5%

266.4
7.8
10.0
107.6

68.0%
2.0%
2.5%
27.5%

Production
Country

China
South Korea
Germany
United States
ROW

2010

2016

Volume (million kg)

Share (%)

Volume (million kg)

Share (%)

40.0
15.7
30.0
50.6
22.3

25.2%
9.9%
18.9%
31.9%
14.1%

176.5
69.8
51.5
39.4
19.1

49.5%
19.6%
14.5%
11.1%
5.4%

1.4. Polysilicon Market Evolution and Volatility
Before 2000, more than 80% of polysilicon produced was consumed by the semiconductor
industry, with the PV industry relying on “off-spec” material (material that does not meet the stringent
electronic-grade purity required for integrated circuits) remaining from the electronic wafer production
process [17,23]. With the growth in PV module demand over the last decade, and the associated
emergence of dedicated solar-grade polysilicon production to meet that demand, this situation has
almost completely reversed. In 2016, 90% of polysilicon used worldwide was consumed by the solar
industry [20]. This transformation has led to significant cyclical fluctuations in the market price of
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polysilicon. For example, between 2004 and 2012, the solar-grade polysilicon market was initially
undersupplied and the average spot selling price exceeded $400/kg in 2008; as manufacturing capacity
quickly grew, the market became oversupplied and the average spot selling price dropped to $15/kg in
2012 [20]. Overall, since 2012, aside from a brief recovery in 2014 when the spot price reached $22.60/kg,
downward price pressure from oversupply has continued; in October 2016, the spot price dropped to
just under US$13/kg, a new record low [20]. These historical trends are presented in Figure 1. Even
with low spot prices, in 2014, most polysilicon (65% to 70% of total) was still sold through mediumand long-term bilateral contracts (to ensure a steady supply of high-quality polysilicon [24]), with the
remaining 30% to 35% sold through the spot market [17]. Contract prices have ranged from $35/kg in
2003, peaking at ~$70/kg in 2007, and then dropping to ~$20/kg in 2015 [20].
Since the establishment of the dedicated solar polysilicon market, uncertainty in PV module demand
as policies are enacted and expire has contributed to polysilicon supply-demand imbalances. Polysilicon
pricing is generally more sensitive to fluctuations in supply-demand balance (over/under-capacity
cycles) than other supply chain intermediates because polysilicon plants, with their high capital costs,
large size, and long lead and ramp times, do not have the flexibility to respond quickly to relatively
rapidly changing market conditions [17]. In addition to supply–demand imbalances, polysilicon price
variations are also driven by differences in manufacturing cost related to the specific production process
employed and the plant location [19]. Electricity rates, labor rates, raw material costs, and capital costs
vary by location and can significantly influence manufacturing costs as described above [19].
Polysilicon price fluctuations impact the downstream manufacturing costs of PV wafers, cells,
and modules. For example, between 2008 and 2014, polysilicon price reductions contributed about
$2.3/watt to the decline in total module production cost. Polysilicon costs contributed around
$2.40/watt and $0.12/watt to module manufacturing costs in 2008 and 2014, respectively [19].
1.5. PV Module Supply Chain Trade Actions
Over the last decade, international trade actions in the renewable energy technology sector,
particularly PV trade between the United States, the European Union, and China, have risen
significantly [14,15]. In 2009–2010, manufacturers in Germany and the United States first expressed
concerns about China’s direct subsidies for its domestic solar manufacturing companies [25]. In 2012,
the United States Department of Commerce issued AD and CVD orders on solar cells produced
in China regardless of where those cells were incorporated into solar modules (with duties of
18.32–249.96% [AD] and 14.78–15.97% [CVD]) [26,27]. In 2013, the European Union followed suit
(27.3–64.9% [AD] and 3.5–11.5% [CVD]) [28–30]. In 2015, to close a “loophole” that allowed Chinese
exporters to avoid the U.S. AD and CVD orders by producing solar modules in China from solar
cells made in third countries, the U.S. Department of Commerce issued a second set of AD and CVD
orders on imports of solar modules from China made with third-country solar cells (with duties of
26.71–165.04% [AD] and 27.64–49.79% [CVD]) [15,31,32].
In early 2014, the Chinese Ministry of Commerce imposed AD and CVD on polysilicon exports
from the United States (53.3–57% [AD] and 0–2.1% [CVD]) [33,34], which resulted in a significant
reduction of U.S. exports to China. The Chinese Ministry of Commerce has also imposed AD and CVD
duties on polysilicon exports from the European Union (14.3–42% [AD] 1.2% [CVD]), as well as South
Korea (2.4–48.7% [AD]) [20,33,35,36]. Initially, under “processing trade rules”, the duties did not apply
to U.S. polysilicon imports into China that were used in the production of exported modules, allowing
U.S. firms to continue to ship polysilicon to Chinese ingot and wafer manufacturers. China closed this
loophole in September 2014, possibly in response to additional duties on Chinese module imports to
the United States [17,20,37].
In all of these trade actions targeting solar PV trade, specific manufacturing companies were
assessed either higher or lower duties based on the complainant country’s investigation results.
Trade actions enacted by the United States, China, and the European Union over the last decade are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Summary of certain trade actions in solar energy supply chain.
Complainant
Country

Subject Country

Subject Product(s)

Anti-Dumping Duty

Countervailing Duty

Investigation
Initiated (Date)

Measure in Force
(Date(s))

Source(s)

China

Modules from China made with
third country c-Si PV cells

China: 26.71–165.04%

China: 27.64–49.79%

2014

2015 *

[31,32,38,39]

China

c-Si PV cells made in China,
regardless of where those cells
are incorporated into modules.

18.32–249.96%

14.78–15.97%

2011

2012 *

[26,27]

China

Solar glass

17.5–75.4% on selected firms;
67.1% on all other firms

3.2–17.1% on selected firms;
17.1% on all other firms

2013

2014–2019 **

[40,41]

China

Solar cells and modules

27.3–64.9% on selected firms;
53.4% on all other firms

3.5–11.5% on selected firms;
11.5% on all other firms

2012

2013–2018

[28–30]

U.S.

Solar-grade polysilicon

53.30–57%

0–2.1%

2012

2014–2019

[20,33,34]

EU

Solar-grade polysilicon

42% on selected firms; 14.3%
on all other firms

1.2% on all firms

2012

2014–2017

[20,35,36]

South Korea

Solar-grade polysilicon

2.4–48.7% on selected firms;
12.3% on all other firms

None

2012

2014–2019

[20,33]

United States

European Union

China

* The U.S. does not have an “automatic sunset” provision in its AD and CVD laws so an “end date” is not listed here. For additional information on the U.S. process for “sunset reviews”,
see https://www.usitc.gov/press_room/us_sunset.htm. ** Could not confirm end date; a five-year enforcement period is typical.
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The rapidly changing PV industry—with its expanding market, evolving global supply chain
network, and competing domestic and international interests—is well suited for investigation using
an SD approach.
2. Data and Methods
SD is a methodology designed to improve the understanding of the behavior of complex systems
over time. Originally developed in the 1950s by Jay Forrester at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology [42], the approach was initially used to address supply chain management issues [43].
SD can facilitate communication among stakeholders, clarify mental models, analyze the impacts of
policy interventions, and support strategic decision-making [44], and has been applied to a broad set
of problems in business, social, ecological, and economic systems [44,45]. An adaptation of feedback
control system principles, SD is utilized to represent how dynamic systems and processes are structured
and to understand how their performance could be improved [46]. The methodology has three key
components:
1.

2.

3.

Main system elements are broken down into places where items/materials exist at a point in time
(“stocks”, in SD parlance) and the rate at which items move between such accumulations (“flows”).
This ensures that a proper accounting exists as material moves from one accumulation to the
next, sometimes in a series of steps, which is of particular importance in supply chain analysis.
SD models are generally rich in feedback mechanisms, meaning that changes to one part of
the system kick off internally driven responses, which “feedback” and ultimately affect the
component that was originally changed. Information feedback assumes a causal connection
between model elements (stocks and flows, in particular) [47]. This feedback dynamic is
sometimes referred to as a “circular causality” and exists in one of two forms: positive feedback
(which tends to accelerate the rate of change in the system) or negative feedback (which
counteracts or slows down the rate of change). Combinations of these two types of feedback
loops drive the non-linear behavior often seen in dynamic systems.
Many SD models incorporate logic (including which information is being utilized) about decision
rules on the part of decision makers; in aggregate, these actions can be thought of as dynamic
response mechanisms. Analysis of system behavior can provide quantitative assessments of
the impact of changes to decision rules and response mechanisms, leading to improved future
decision making or a more robust understanding of how current system conditions would be
different under alternative historical behavior rules.

The stock/flow/feedback/decision-rule structure of SD models can be represented as a set of
finite difference equations that can be simulated using standard numerical methods [46], and the
models often utilize qualitative and/or quantitative empirical data to determine the strength of
feedback relationships and derive parameters related to decision rules [48]. Extensive testing of the
structure and parameter values of SD models can help to build confidence in both assumed feedback
mechanisms and resulting system behavior, particularly when comparing model outputs to known
historical data [44,46,49].
SD has been proven to be an effective tool to gain insights into the (1) behavior of energy systems
and (2) dynamics of global trade in energy. Numerous studies have supported strategic energy
planning for a range of applications, including: comparing impacts of policies (e.g., feed-in tariffs and
renewable portfolio standards) and incentives on renewable energy technology deployment [50]; laying
out scenarios that support the transition from petroleum to cellulosic biomass-based transportation
fuels [51]; assessing long-term availability of raw materials used to fabricate renewable technology
components (e.g., tellurium availability for cadmium telluride [CdTe] PV) [52]; and exploring capacity
expansion of national and regional electric grids [53,54]. Recent studies investigating trade dynamics
in the energy sector have focused on identifying viable import and export options to ensure security of
energy supply during transition to liberalized electricity and natural gas markets [55,56]; exploring
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Figure 5. Key elements and relationships in the PolyMAT model.

The model establishes a three-region segmentation comprising the U.S., China, and the rest of
the world (ROW). This mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive (MECE) segmentation allows for
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The model establishes a three-region segmentation comprising the U.S., China, and the rest of the
world (ROW). This mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive (MECE) segmentation allows for the
global polysilicon market to be represented, but with key regionally specific details and dynamics to
be captured as well. Within each region, a simple stock/flow structure, as shown in Figure 5, calculates
the production of polysilicon and the rate at which shipments (both within the region and exported to
others) are made; the accumulated net of these two flow components allows for the stock of polysilicon
inventory within each region to be tracked over time. This combined accounting of material flow
and storage allows for the global/aggregate magnitude of supply and demand for polysilicon to be
calculated and compared to the data for the historical time period investigated (2000–2016), in addition
to providing a mechanism driving the changes in global price of polysilicon over time.
This global price metric provides feedback into the individual regions in two key ways. First,
decision makers compare prevailing prices (modified by any extant point-of-production incentives
provided by governments in each individual region) to per unit capital costs to either accelerate or
slow down capacity expansion, in addition to using price relative to per unit production costs to affect
utilization rates of existing capacity. This feedback mechanism creates a dynamic response to changes
in prices by altering the rate of polysilicon production (which ultimately affects the price of polysilicon
through the inventory and demand/supply mechanisms described above).
Second, prices in any region may be affected by tariffs put in place on inter-region shipments.
For example, if China puts a 50% tariff on materials coming into China from the United States, Chinese
PV manufacturers may find domestically produced polysilicon to be cheaper and shift their demand
away from U.S. imports. This dynamic, which exists both within and between regions of the model,
impacts the demand stream seen by individual regions in terms of in-region consumption and demand
from exports. SD models such as PolyMAT which contain regional segmentation generally require
an algorithm to distribute aggregate quantities (such as regional consumption/demand of polysilicon)
across segmented options (sources of supply, in this case) using one or more endogenously-generated
model outputs. The PolyMAT model uses a price signal (incorporating effects of tariffs) to determine
the share of regional demand met by any of the three included regions. A logit choice formulation [60]
first establishes an “attractiveness” metric of polysilicon from each region based on (1) the relative
price of polysilicon supplied from each region and (2) exogenous factors reflecting drivers such as the
impact of domestic content requirements or free trade agreements. The attractiveness of polysilicon in
any region i coming from each of the j possible regions is then used to determine the share of demand
met by each source, as follows:
j

Share o f demand (i, j) = A(i, j)/

∑

A(i, j),

(1)

m =1

where A(i, j) = the attractiveness of polysilicon in region i based on regional origin j.
As noted above, the calculation of attractiveness/utility of polysilicon is driven by both price and
exogenous components, as follows:
A(i, j) = e[k(i,j)− α× P(i,j)]

(2)

where
P = point-of-use price of polysilicon in region i based on regional origin j
α = a scaling parameter for polysilicon price (P)
k = the non-price-driven component of polysilicon attractiveness for any region i based on
regional origin j
Initial, time-invariant values for the k and α parameters were first estimated based on analysis
of industry data [20,21]. These parameters were then systematically modified based on the results
of PolyMAT simulations in order to generate a set of outputs, as detailed below, that approximate
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known historical data for the polysilicon market. Further model development can incorporate more
detailed data regarding shipments of polysilicon between regions, allowing for more precise estimates
of region-specific parameters.
2.2. Scenario Overview
The PolyMAT model, as described here, established a Base Case that incorporated region-specific
data and was parameterized such that simulation outputs approximate key historical (2000–2016)
data on the global price for polysilicon, production volume in each region, and the inter-regional
shipments of product. The Base Case then served as a testing ground for different scenarios to
be evaluated, parameter values to be adjusted, and a variety of scenario analyses to be performed.
Specifically, the PolyMAT model was used to analyze what may have happened under different
historical scenarios regarding import tariffs and domestic production incentives. Results from these
counterfactual scenarios can help provide initial insights into the potential impacts of new trade actions
on future global polysilicon flows.
The scenarios analyzed for this paper are summarized in Table 3 and are designed to gain insight
regarding the impact of:

•
•
•
•

The severity of the import duty on the relative volumes of imports and domestic supply
Retaliatory duties on the relative volumes of imports and domestic supply
The level of tariff absorbed by a region on global polysilicon flows
Non-price “attractiveness” drivers on the relative volumes of imports and domestic supply.

2.3. Base Case
The Base Case was developed to qualitatively replicate important dynamics observed in the
recent (2000–2016) history of the global polysilicon market. The duties on U.S. and ROW polysilicon
imports to China were officially implemented in 2014 and will be in effect through at least 2019. In the
model, an average duty is applied from 2014–2016 (see Table 3), with an initial lesser tariff applied
in 2012–2013 to serve as a proxy for the changes in regional behavior—in terms of trade flows and
domestic supply—based on anticipation of the new duties.
Outputs from the model Base Case scenario were compared to historical data for three key metrics:
global average selling price ($/kg), global production by region (kg/year), and global demand by
region (kg/year). The actual data and modeled results compare favorably, with similar magnitude
and trends over the time period, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, providing an initial validation of the
model logic and dynamics. Figure 7 shows that the modeled demand values match reasonably well,
while the modeled production values flatten out relative to the trajectory of the historical data; this is
likely due to the limits on capacity expansion integrated in the model (which can be adjusted in the
future when the model calibration is further refined). In addition, the current version of the PolyMAT
model does not allow for capacity to be taken offline (as happened in the United States starting in
2014), which makes accounting for declining regional production rather challenging. Future versions
of the model will address the dynamic drivers of capacity elimination.
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Table 3. PolyMAT model scenario summary.
k, the Non-Price-Driven
Component of Attractiveness

Import Duty Level, 2012–2013, 2014–2019 *
Scenario

Base Case

China–
USA

China–
ROW

USA–
China

USA–
ROW

ROW–
USA

ROW–
China

40%, 57%

20%, 28%

0%

0%

0%

0%

China–
USA

China–
ROW

China–
China

2.0

2.2

2.5

Fraction of Tariff
Absorbed (by
Exporting Region)

Scenario Goal/Question Addressed

0

To what degree do model results align with historical data?

What if: China had not imposed tariffs?
What if: China had imposed larger tariffs on the larger source
of imports?
What if: China had imposed higher tariff on all imports?
What if: China had imposed lower tariff on all imports?
What is the relationship between the severity of China import tariff and
U.S. imports?

Impact of Duties on Global Polysilicon Flows
No Tariff

0%, 0%

0%, 0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2.0

2.2

2.5

0

Reverse

20%, 28%

40%, 57%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2.0

2.2

2.5

0

All High Tariff
All Low Tariff
Middle Tariff
on USA

40%, 57%
20%, 28%

40%, 57%
20%, 28%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

2.0
2.0

2.2
2.2

2.5
2.5

0
0

30%, 45%

20%, 28%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2.0

2.2

2.5

0

40%, 57%

20%, 28%

40%, 57%

0%

0%

20%, 28%

2.0

2.2

2.5

0

40%, 57%

20%, 28%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2.0

2.2

2.5

0.25, 0.50, 0.75

Impact of Responses to Duties on Global Polysilicon Flows
Retaliation
Fraction of
Tariff Absorbed

What if: U.S. and ROW retaliated with tariffs on China imports?
What if: U.S. absorbs China’s export tariff rather than passing it on?

Impact of Non-price Drivers on Global Polysilicon Flows **
Increased
influence of
non-price
drivers

2.2

2.5 ±
50%

0

2.0 ±
50%

2.2

2.5

0

2.0

2.2 ±
50%

2.5

0

40%, 57%

20%, 28%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2.0

40%, 57%

20%, 28%

0%

0%

0%

0%

40%, 57%

20%, 28%

0%

0%

0%

0%

What if: China implements policies to increase use of domestic products
(e.g., LCRs, production incentives)?
What if: China establishes free trade agreement with U.S. or ROW or
faces domestic shortage and needs to expand imports? (This is simulated
through changes to the parameters in the model logit function.)

* The anticipation of new duties is assumed to impact trade two years prior to implementation of the duty, but at a lower level than the full tariff, as documented here. In addition, these
scenarios assume static duties although in reality AD and CVD can be dynamic depending on administrative reviews of companies and other factors. ** Non-price drivers are captured by
the “k” parameter in the PolyMAT model logit function parameter.

future when the model calibration is further refined). In addition, the current version of the PolyMAT
model does not allow for capacity to be taken offline (as happened in the United States starting in
2014), which makes accounting for declining regional production rather challenging. Future versions
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3. Results
The regional production for each scenario is shown in Figure 8. U.S. production ranges from
58 million (M) kg to 60 M kg for the Base Case scenario (which imposes the highest duty on U.S.
imports to China) and the No Tariff scenario, respectively. China’s production ranges from 107 M kg
to 127 M kg for the No Tariff and All High Tariff scenarios, respectively. ROW production ranges from
104 M kg to 108 M kg, for the Reverse (which imposes the highest duties on ROW imports to China)
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3. Results
The regional production for each scenario is shown in Figure 8. U.S. production ranges from
58 million (M) kg to 60 M kg for the Base Case scenario (which imposes the highest duty on U.S. imports
to China) and the No Tariff scenario, respectively. China’s production ranges from 107 M kg to 127 M
kg for the No Tariff and All High Tariff scenarios, respectively. ROW production ranges from 104 M kg
to 108 M kg, for the Reverse (which imposes the highest duties on ROW imports to China) and No Tariff
scenarios, respectively. Though China’s Base Case modeled polysilicon production is the largest of the
three regions under investigation, the region’s production is also the most responsive to the choice of
trade scenario. China’s modeled production varies by as much as 15.7% of 2016’s maximum modeled
production, whereas the ROW’s modeled production varies only by 3.7% of the maximum and the
US’s varies by 3.3%. Though modeled production is subject to the model’s production limitations as
previously discussed, all else equal, China’s modeled production absorbs the majority of the impacts
of trade case variation on polysilicon production within the model.
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3.1. Trade Action Severity: Impact on Global Polysilicon Flows
Because the goal of this study is to understand and analyze the dynamics of polysilicon flow
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In the Base Case scenario, as shown in the first column of Figure 9, when the duties are first
assumed to shift the global dynamics of trade flow in 2012, U.S. imports to China decrease from
34.9 M kg to 15.4 M kg (44%) from the prior year. Similarly, ROW imports to China decrease from
42.7 M kg to 33.6 M kg (21%) between 2011 and 2012. Modeled results show that with the Base Case’s
ultimate 57% duty rate, the United States’ deliveries to China do not recover, even with increasing
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Tariff, and All Low Tariff cases, the import tariffs are set at the same value for both the U.S. and the ROW.
The next row of Figure 9, “Demand Shares”, displays how each of the three regions, U.S., ROW, and
China, combine to meet China’s demand. In the Base Case, when a relatively steep tariff is imposed on
U.S. imports, and a less steep tariff is imposed on ROW imports, the ROW’s share of Chinese demand
is reduced, but not as much as is the USA’s share of Chinese demand. The final row of Figure 9, “Influx
(kg/yr)”, displays how each region’s imports to China are changing over the time period while also
displaying
the year-on-year
growth in China’s demand.
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In the Base Case scenario, as shown in the first column of Figure 9, when the duties are first
assumed to shift the global dynamics of trade flow in 2012, U.S. imports to China decrease from 34.9 M
kg to 15.4 M kg (44%) from the prior year. Similarly, ROW imports to China decrease from 42.7 M kg
to 33.6 M kg (21%) between 2011 and 2012. Modeled results show that with the Base Case’s ultimate
57% duty rate, the United States’ deliveries to China do not recover, even with increasing demand,
until 2016 when U.S. imports to China reach an estimated 39.6 M kg. In addition, U.S. demand share
never achieves pre-duty levels, dropping from 0.26 in 2010 to 0.16 in 2016. The model shows that ROW
imports, which were assessed at a lower duty rate (28%), recovered in 2013 with 42.3 M kg of imports
to China. China supplied additional polysilicon to fill the gap, with China’s demand shares increasing
from 0.43 to 0.62 and total volume increasing from 55.5 M kg to 81.1 M kg (an increase of 40.1%) in
2011 and 2012, respectively. In 2016, the model shows that U.S. and ROW imports to China totaled
39.6 M kg and 69.5 M kg, respectively.
For comparison among the seven scenarios exploring the impact of import duty severity,
the 2016 production for each of the scenarios is presented in Figure 10.
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In the No Tariff scenario, we investigate what the global landscape for polysilicon would look like
if China had not imposed import tariffs. We use 2016 as a representative year (i.e., after the duty has
been in place for a few years and initial dynamics have stabilized) for this discussion. With no tariffs,
U.S. and ROW production increases (58.2 M to 60.2 M [3.5%] and 106.0 M kg to 108.0 M kg [1.9%],
respectively) and China’s production decreases (120.3 M kg to 107.2 M kg [10.9%]).
The 2016 outflux from the United States to China is 39.7 M kg in the Base Case (with 57% tariff)
and increases to 62.4 M kg with no tariff (57.2% increase). The 2016 outflux from ROW to China
increases from 69.5 M kg (with 27.8% tariff) to 76.3 M kg with no tariff (9.8% increase). In terms
of meeting China’s demand, in 2016 the U.S. contribution increases from 0.16 to 0.26 and the ROW
contribution increases from 0.29 to 0.32, for the Base Case and no tariff scenarios, respectively. China’s
2016 self-supply (influx) drops 22.3%, from 132.5 M kg (with Base Case tariffs) to 103.0 M kg in the No
Tariff scenario. China domestic contribution drops to 0.43 in the No Tariff scenario, down from 0.55
(Base Case scenario) in 2016. The United States sees a larger increase in exports to China than the ROW
in the No Tariff scenario because the larger duty reduction (57% → 0% vs. 27.8% → 0) has a greater
impact on the price of polysilicon coming from the United States vs. the ROW.
We next investigated the impact of a range of tariffs specific to China imports from the United
States and ROW. The range of values is shown in Table 3 for the scenarios included: Reverse, All High
Tariff, and All Low Tariff relative to the Base Case. The duty levels, demand shares, and influx to China
are highlighted in Figure 9.
Once again focusing on 2016 results, in the Reverse scenario, when the severity of the current China
import tariff is reversed, i.e., U.S. imports are assessed a 28% duty and ROW imports are assessed
a 57% duty, compared to the Base Case, U.S. influx increases by 45.6% to 57.8 M kg and ROW influx
decreases by 29.0% to 49.2 M kg. Polysilicon self-supplied by China increases slightly to 134.6 M kg
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(1.2%). In the High Tariff scenario, when all importers are assessed a high tariff (i.e., 57% for both
United States and ROW), compared to the Base Case, U.S. influx decreases by 10.0% to 43.7 M kg and
ROW influx decreases by 23.2% to 53.4 M kg in 2016. Polysilicon domestically supplied by China
increases by 9.1% to 144.6 M kg. In the Low Tariff scenario, when all importers are assessed a low tariff
(i.e., 28% for both United States and ROW), compared to the Base Case, U.S. influx increases by 33.5%
to 53.0 M kg and ROW influx decreases by 6.8% to 64.8 M kg. Polysilicon domestically supplied by
China decreases by 6.5% to 123.9 M kg.
The magnitude of the import tariff in a region impacts the demand share distribution from the
three regions. Specifically, as the tariff on a region increases, its contribution to the demand share
decreases and the other regions’ demand shares increase to fill the gap. In all of these scenarios, in the
first year of the duty’s initial impact (2012 for this study), there is a steep drop in the importers’
contribution to demand and a corresponding increase in the domestic contribution to demand.
The higher the duty, the larger the initial drop in the importers’ contribution to demand share. For
example, the U.S. and ROW contributions to China demand show the greatest 2011–2012 drop,
between 48% and 54%, in the scenarios where a 57% duty is assessed and the lowest 2011–2012 drop,
between 16% and 25% when the lower 28% duty is in place. For the time period evaluated, the U.S.
and ROW contributions to China’s polysilicon demand do not recover to pre-tariff levels in the
scenarios evaluated.
3.2. Impact of Tariff Severity on China and U.S. Flows
To further investigate the impact of the severity of import tariffs, we looked at the impact of
a range of China tariffs on U.S. imports in isolation from any changes to the ROW tariff (i.e., the ROW
tariff remained constant at 28%). As shown in Figure 11, as the tariff on U.S. imports decreases (shown
from left to right), the influx of U.S. polysilicon to China increases. Figure 11 also shows the initial
steep drop in influx when the tariff is first implemented, which increases with increasing duty level.
The relationship is between the duty on U.S. imports to China and the volume of U.S. imports to
China is illustrated in Figure 12. Using 2016 as a reference point, in the scenarios examined, each 10%
increase in the import duty results in a 40% decrease in import volume. The magnitude of the decrease
is
influenced
by10,
the
Sustainability
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Figure 11. Impact of China tariff severity on U.S. demand shares and influx into China. As the tariff
Figure 11. Impact of China tariff severity on U.S. demand shares and influx into China. As the tariff
severity decreases the drop in demand shares decreases and imports (i.e., influx) increase.
severity decreases the drop in demand shares decreases and imports (i.e., influx) increase.
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Although not shown in Figure 13, the bulk of this shortage is made up by an increase in the ROW
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13. Impact, in terms of demand shares and influx in to ROW, of ROW duty on China
polysilicon imports.
polysilicon imports.
3.4. Impact of Differences in Level of Tariff Absorbed
A region impacted by an export tariff has the option to absorb a portion of the tariff in order to
maintain some level of trade, potentially avoiding costly shut downs of polysilicon manufacturing
plants. Doing so has financial implications on the producing country in terms of per unit revenues
(net of any tariff absorbed), but also on the importing country with regards to the point-of-use price
seen by end-users. The Level of Tariff Absorbed scenarios, shown in Figure 14, illustrate the impact of
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As with the other scenarios evaluated, in the first year the duty begins to influence trade flows,
there is a steep drop in the demand shares along with a drop in the influx from the targeted region.
In this scenario, imports from China to ROW drop 34.3%, from 0.35 to 0.23, from 2011 to 2012. Although
not shown in Figure 13, the bulk of this shortage is made up by an increase in the ROW self-supplied
polysilicon (or ROW demand share) from 0.57 to 0.68 (an increase of 19%). The corresponding drop in
imports is 19.4 M kg to 12.0 M kg from 2011 to 2012. In 2016, China influx to ROW decreases from
37.1 M kg to 29.3 M kg in the Retaliation scenario, compared to the Base Case scenario, a 21.0% reduction.
As with the other scenarios evaluated, over the time period used, China’s contributions to the ROW
polysilicon demand do not recover to pre-tariff levels in the scenarios evaluated.
This scenario shows that the model is responsive to changing duties from all included regions.
3.4. Impact of Differences in Level of Tariff Absorbed
A region impacted by an export tariff has the option to absorb a portion of the tariff in order to
maintain some level of trade, potentially avoiding costly shut downs of polysilicon manufacturing
plants. Doing so has financial implications on the producing country in terms of per unit revenues
(net of any tariff absorbed), but also on the importing country with regards to the point-of-use price
seen by end-users. The Level of Tariff Absorbed scenarios, shown in Figure 14, illustrate the impact of the
United States absorbing from 25% to 75% of the polysilicon import tariff imposed by China. (In all
other scenarios considered, regions impacted by an export tariff absorbed none of the tariff (i.e., 0%)).
As the United States absorbs an increasing level of the tariff, the level of reduction in demand shares
and influx into China decreases. Simply, when an import tariff is imposed, it can be paid by the
exporting country’s producers or the importing country’s consumers. As the share of the import
tariff that is paid by the exporting country’s producers increases, the price paid by the importing
country’s consumers is less and less affected. If the import duty is not passed to consumers, then
the exporters’ product may remain competitive. As exporting producers pay more of the importing
country’s import duty, exports are less and less reduced. The modeled impact of this relationship is
displayed in Figure 14.
3.5. Impact of Differences in Relative Regional Attractiveness
Other measures to promote domestic production and trade with specific regions have been used in
the renewable energy manufacturing sector. As described in Section 2.1, the PolyMAT model estimates
the “attractiveness” of polysilicon from each of the three regions using a logit function that considers (1)
the relative price of polysilicon supplied from each region and (2) other non-price-driven, exogenous
factors such as the impact of domestic content requirements or free trade agreements (the parameter,
k). In aggregate, the k parameter embodies all inputs to polysilicon attractiveness except price and can
be used to fine-tune the model to mirror historical data (particularly in times of relative price parity).
Results from the scenarios presented to this point were driven by the relative attractiveness of
polysilicon from competing producers, based on its relative price and the logit function parameters
required to generate model outputs that qualitatively capture historical data. To begin to understand
the impact of changing relative attractiveness on the demand share and influx volumes, the k portion
of the logit function was adjusted by ±50% from the Base Case for each region while the other regions
were held at Base Case levels. Figure 15 shows the results for the changes to demand shares and influx
to China by each potential source region for the +50% k scenarios.
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relative price parity).
Results from the scenarios presented to this point were driven by the relative attractiveness of
polysilicon from competing producers, based on its relative price and the logit function parameters
required to generate model outputs that qualitatively capture historical data. To begin to understand
the impact of changing relative attractiveness on the demand share and influx volumes, the k portion
of the logit function was adjusted by ±50% from the Base Case for each region while the other regions
were held at Base Case levels. Figure 15 shows the results for the changes to demand shares and influx
to China by each potential source region for the +50% k scenarios.
Figure 16 shows the relationship between the k parameter in the attractiveness calculation and
demand shares and influx from each regional trading partner (using 2016 results for China), when
the k value is varied by ±50%. Higher values of k correspond to greater attractiveness of polysilicon
coming from a particular region (due to exogenous factors, not the price of polysilicon itself) and
hence a greater share of demand being fulfilled by that specific region. Differences in the slope of the
relationships depicted in Figure 16 are a function of both the Base Case value of k for a specific regional
trading partner as well as the Base Case values of k for the other competing regions. More rigorous
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
This study lays the groundwork for investigating the economic risks (“Economic risks are
related to price shocks and international supply disruptions of energy commodities, critical materials,
and/or equipment.” [61]) to the energy security of renewable technology supply chains. Specifically,
the PolyMAT model provides a simple structural framework for the investigation of the dynamics
observed in the polysilicon component of the PV module manufacturing supply chain. The model
is parametrized such that simulation outputs approximate historical global price, production, and
demand trends. Results from the model show the following trends across all the scenarios investigated:

•

•

•

•

The demand shares and influx from the United States and ROW into China show a steep drop in
the year a new duty is assessed, driven by the change in relative polysilicon prices seen as the
result of the tariff.
As the severity of the duty placed on imports from any region increases, the export volumes
decrease from that region into the region that levied the tariff. The magnitude of the decrease
is influenced by the extent to which other regions are able to meet the tariff levier’s demand
(as estimated in the attractiveness, or k, parameter). If, for instance, China levies a tariff on
imports from the United States, and the U.S.’s production is clearly more attractive to China
than is production from other countries (either because it is the cheapest available or because
the United States is a more attractive trading partner for other reasons like trade agreements or
political positioning), imports into China from the United States may be reduced but would be
further reduced if the same tariff were levied, but China had other available trading partners that
were at least as attractive as the United States.
Once an import tariff has been imposed on a region, the contribution of that region to the
duty-imposing region’s demand does not achieve pre-duty levels over the time period and
specific scenarios investigated, even as global and regional demands increase. This is to say that,
within the current model’s set of specifications, once a region’s exports into a country are hit with
a tariff, they were never seen to contribute more total imports into the country than they did prior
to the tariff. (Import volumes could, of course, return to or even exceed pre-tariff values, due to
increased overall demand, but the presence of an import tariff means that demand share will
continue to be less than what it was in a pre-tariff scenario).
A region can offset some of the negative trade impacts by absorbing all or part of an export tariff,
thereby affecting the ultimate point-of-use price seen by end-users (and hence demand shares) in
a tariff-imposing region.

While these results provide a starting point, understanding the impacts of disruptions in just one
link of the supply chain is not sufficient to mitigate economic energy security risks to a renewable
energy technology such as PV modules, which relies on an integrated network of materials and
subcomponents sources from around the world. The framework of the current PolyMAT model
provides a simplified but useful foundation that can be can be expanded to address more complex
issues. Future model development could include incorporating and validating: production and capital
costs by region (the current version uses averages across all regions); regional production incentives;
additional scenarios including other trade actions (e.g., minimum selling price) and policies that
favor domestic production; other specific countries/regions (e.g., European Union/Germany, South
Korea); and additional supply chain links (PV wafer, PV cell, and PV module). An expanded model
could provide insights into potential global and regional responses to factors such as targeted trade
actions, price volatility, and shifting regional demand and production distribution across the entire
manufacturing supply chain supply chain to help inform policy and actions to strengthen energy
security. For example, results could be used to understand the relative implications of levers such as
tariffs and subsidies across the PV module manufacturing supply chain. The expanded model could
also be used to identify potential bottlenecks and lock-in/lock-out effects in the supply-chain and the
conditions under which they retard or accelerate industry evolution and domestic competitiveness.
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The deployment of renewable energy technologies is expected to continue to grow exponentially
as countries seek to increase their economic and energy security through diversification of energy
sources and the use of domestic and secure fuels such as sun and wind. However, these massive
energy infrastructure deployments require access to low cost generation technologies in the form of
solar panels and wind turbines, which in turn require access to specialized manufacturing facilities and
processed materials through resilient supply chains. The imposition of trade duties has the potential to
increase the cost or reduce the access to energy technologies within a country that does not have control
of the entire supply chain, potentially destabilizing the global market in these technologies. This may
result in decreased renewable energy technology deployment (and decreased access to a native
renewable resource). Alternatively, given time, it may cause increased domestic manufacturing for
a domestic market, which may or may not result in a price decrease. Under any scenario, trade is
complex and decision makers need better market information on how trade policy levers may impact
the entire supply chain of key energy technologies, in order to achieve greater energy security for all.
SD models can help evaluate and analyze a range of possible scenarios to improve decision-making
in this arena.
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